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• jet measurements in heavy ions

• high rate, hadronic calorimetry, 
uniform acceptance over |η|<1

• encouragement from DOE & PAC 
to move forward agressively, both 
with physics case & design

• what physics is exciting out to 2020 at RHIC?

• what is beyond near term upgrades to PHENIX & STAR?
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lots of  work!
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September 2011 – Brookhaven workfest

December 2011 – Boulder workfest

January 2012 – Tennessee workfest

February 2012 – Columbia workfest

March 2012 – Florida State collab. meeting

April 2012 – Boulder workfest

May 2012 – Brookhaven/Boulder writing

30+ people working with sPHENIX 
focus for 5 days at each workfest
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Theoretical Engagement
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March 3-4, 2012
Duke University

participation from theorists, RHIC & LHC experimentalists
with follow-up discussions and real work
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Understanding the sQGP
• goal: a fundamental understanding of  how the perfect 

fluid emerges at strong coupling near Tc from 
asymptotically free QCD
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theoretical understanding
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sensitivity of  flow observables?

• two very different η/s(T) give the same v2, within the 
same framework
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Integrated v2 as a function of centrality.
Same illustrations for theoretical and experiential lines as in Fig. 3.

quite saturated in the QGP phase. At LHC energies, it is
mostly caused by a hadronic redistribution of the momentum
anisotropy already established in the QGP phase in pT

and among the various different hadronic species, due the
hadronic increase in radial flow that pushes v2 to larger pT ,
especially for heavy particles [37]. This effect is sensitive to
the chemical composition in the hadron gas [38–41], and a
corresponding hadronic increase of v2(pT ) is not observed in
purely hydrodynamic calculations with an equation of state
that (incorrectly) assumes chemical equilibrium among the
hadrons, even below the chemical decoupling temperature
Tchem ! 165 MeV [8].

Figure 4 shows the comparison of experimental and
theoretical integrated v2, obtained from integrating v2(pT )
with the corresponding pT spectra as weighting functions.
Following the STAR [20] and ALICE [3] analyses, we use the
same pT and pseudo-rapidity cut in our VISHNU calculations
(0.15 < pT < 2 GeV/c and |!| < 1 at RHIC energy, and
0.2 < pT < 5 GeV/c and |!| < 0.8 at LHC energy). One finds
that VISHNU is capable of fitting the experimental data with
!/s = 0.16 at RHIC and !/s = 0.20 at LHC, except for the
most peripheral centrality bins. Comparing our calculation to
the STAR v2(pT ) data with !/s = 0.16, the solid purple curve
with square symbols is slightly above the STAR data due to
the slight over-prediction of the pT -spectra around 1 GeV as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Similarly, the value of !/s = 0.20 from the
fit to the ALICE integrated v2 is slightly below the extracted
value of !/s = 0.22 from ALICE v2(pT ), mainly because of
the under-fitting of the ALICE v2(pT ) at lower pT .

In Ref. [5], we discussed that integrated v2 is better suited
than differential v2 for the extraction of the QGP viscosity, due
to it being directly related to the fluid momentum anisotropy
and insensitive to other details of hydrodynamic calculation,
such as chemical components of the hadronic phase, the form
of nonequilibrium distribution function "f , bulk viscosity, and
so on. However, due to the current deviation between calcula-
tions and the ALICE v2(pT ) data at lower pT , which translates
into corresponding errors for the integrated v2, any extraction
of the QGP viscosity from the integrated v2 measurements
alone at LHC energies cannot be considered robust.

Although both Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that the averaged
QGP-specific viscosity (constant !/s) slightly increases with
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Two examples of temperature-dependent
(!/s)QGP(T ), with which VISHNU can simultaneously fit the STAR
and ALICE v2(pT ) at 30–40% centrality.

collision energies, it has to be pointed out that using one
constant value of !/s to fit RHIC data and a different constant
value of !/s to fit LHC data is not logically consistent. In
other words, one cannot describe the QGP fluid created at
RHIC energies with !/s = 0.16 (Tc < T < 2Tc) and then use
!/s = 0.22 (Tc < T < 3Tc) for the one created at LHC energies.
It is a temperature-dependent !/s(T ) that reflects the intrinsic
properties of the QGP fluid, and this temperature dependence
should be unique and describe the data both at RHIC and LHC
energies.

However, Fig. 5 shows that one can at least find two different
functional forms of (!/s)QGP(T ), with which VISHNU can
simultaneously fit the STAR and ALICE v2(pT ) at 30–40%
centrality bins.4(!/s)(T )(a) monotonically increases with T
in the QGP phase, while (!/s)(T )(b) first increases with T
and then decrease with T at even higher temperature.5 Please
note that the minimum values of (!/s)(T ) in case (a) and (b)
are below 0.16, and the the maximum values are well above
0.24.6 Although (!/s)(T )(b) shows a smaller and subsequently
negative slope at higher temperature, it has a higher minimum
value of !/s than (!/s)(T )(a).

The fireball evolution may differ between (!/s)(T )(a) and
(!/s)(T )(b). However, both the final v2 and particle spectra
are sensitive only to the time-integral of the QGP evolution,
which in both cases apparently is very similar to the evolutions

4(!/s)(T )(a) and (!/s)(T )(b) can also nicely fit the pT -spectra for
identified hadrons at 30–40% centrality, which, due to lack of data,
we obtained theoretically from VISHNU, using constant !/s as
input. With pT spectra and v2(pT ) fitted, one can also roughly fit
the integrated v2, since the latter is calculated from the former two.

5For the purpose of demonstration, we have chosen simple (even
unrealistic) forms for the temperature dependence of (!/s)(T )(a) and
(!/s)(T )(b) with 2–4 free parameters that can easily be fitted from
spectra and v2 at RHIC and LHC energies.

6Since below Tchem = 165 MeV the fluid is described microscop-
ically, the behavior of (!/s)(T )(a,b) shown in Fig. 5 in the region
T < 165 MeV is irrelevant for our calculation. We made no attempt
to model in detail the (presently unknown) form of (!/s)(T ) in the
phase-transition region.
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connecting η/s & jet quenching 

• key: independently measure BOTH qhat(T) & η/s(T)
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Small Shear Viscosity of a Quark-Gluon Plasma Implies Strong Jet Quenching

Abhijit Majumder,1 Berndt Müller,1 and Xin-Nian Wang2

1Department of Physics, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708, USA
2Nuclear Science Division, MS 70R0319, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA

(Received 10 March 2007; revised manuscript received 13 June 2007; published 7 November 2007)

We derive an expression relating the transport parameter q̂ and the shear viscosity ! of a weakly
coupled quark-gluon plasma. A deviation from this relation can be regarded as a quantitative measure of
‘‘strong coupling’’ of the medium. The ratio T3=q̂, where T is the temperature, is a more broadly valid
measure of the coupling strength of the medium than !=s, where s denotes the entropy density. Different
estimates of q̂ derived from existing Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider data are shown to imply radically
different structures of the produced matter.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.99.192301 PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 25.75.!q

The highly excited, strongly interacting matter formed
in collisions of large nuclei at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) exhibits two unusual properties: final
hadrons at large transverse momentum pT are strongly
suppressed in central collisions [1] and the collective
flow of the matter is well described by hydrodynamics
with a negligible shear viscosity [2]. The suppression of
hadrons at large pT , generally referred to as jet quenching,
is understood to be caused by parton energy loss induced
by multiple collisions of the leading parton with color
charges in the near-thermal medium [3–5]. It is still under
debate which fraction of the energy loss is due to radiative
and which to elastic collisions [6].

The RHIC data have been interpreted to imply that the
quark-gluon plasma produced in the nuclear collision is a
strongly coupled medium, which may not even contain
quasiparticles whose interactions can be treated in some
effective perturbation theory [7]. While the absolute values
of the shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio !=s determined
from model analysis of RHIC data tend to rule out a class
of weak coupling approaches based on the hard-thermal
loop (HTL) approximation, it may still be consistent with
the general picture based on weakly coupled quasiparticles
with partonic (quark and gluon) quantum numbers. The
present Letter outlines a method for quantitatively testing
this hypothesis.

The interaction of hard jets with strongly interacting
matter may always be treated in a perturbative expansion
involving short lived partonic excitations as the QCD
coupling is weak at short distances. Thermal excitations
in a QCD medium, on the other hand, may or may not be
partonic quasiparticles. Here, we take the term ‘‘weakly
coupled’’ to mean that the properties of the medium can be
described perturbatively on the basis of an appropriate
partonic quasiparticle picture. This notion does not pre-
clude the possibility that the quasiparticles themselves may
emerge nonperturbatively from the fundamental quanta of
QCD. ‘‘Strong coupling’’ indicates the absence of such a
partonic quasiparticle description. The central assertion
advanced here is that there exists a general relation be-

tween the transport parameter q̂ governing multiple scat-
tering of an energetic parton and the shear viscosity !
which holds for any weakly coupled partonic plasma where
the interaction between the quasiparticles, which is respon-
sible for the generation of a viscosity, has the same struc-
ture and strength as the interaction between the leading jet
parton and the medium.

In any partonic quasiparticle framework, the transport
parameter governing the radiative energy loss of a prop-
agating parton in SU(3)-color representation R is [4]

 q̂ R " "
Z
dq2
?q

2
?
d#R
dq2
?
: (1)

The shear viscosity of a fluid is defined as the coefficient of
the contribution to its stress tensor, which is proportional to
the divergence-free part of the velocity gradient. In the
framework of kinetic theory based on a quasiparticle pic-
ture, the shear viscosity ! is determined by the mean-free
path $f#p$ of a constituent particle of momentum p in the
medium:

 !% C"hpi$f; (2)

with C & 1=3 [8,9]. A heuristic connection between ! and
q̂ can be established by the observation that the mean-free
path is related to the average transport cross section of a
quasiparticle in the medium: $f ' #"#tr$!1. When soft
scattering dominates, as in the case of perturbative QCD,
the transport cross section is related to the differential cross
section by the relation:

 #tr &
4

ŝ

Z
dq2
?q

2
?
d#
dq2
?
" 4q̂
ŝ"
; (3)

where
!!!
ŝ
p

is the center-of-mass energy. For a thermal
ensemble of massless particles, hpi & 3T and hŝi &
18T2, and thus:

 ! & 13:5C
T3"
q̂
: (4)
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Pushing and probing the QGP The Physics Case for sPHENIX
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Figure 1.2: h/s (blue) and T3/q̂ (red) as a function of the inverse of the ’t Hooft coupling[18].
For large l (i.e., small 1/l), h/s approaches the quantum lower bound asymptotically, losing
its sensitivity to further changes in the coupling strength.

In vacuum, the hard scattered parton creates a shower of particles that eventually form a
cone of hadrons, referred to as a jet. In the quark-gluon plasma, the lower energy portion
of the shower may eventually be equilibrated into the medium, thus giving a window
on the rapid thermalization process in heavy ion collisions. This highlights part of the
reason for needing to measure the fully reconstructed jet energy and the correlated particle
emission with respect to the jet at all energy scales. In particular, coupling parameters such
as q̂ and ê are scale dependent and must take on weak coupling values at high enough
energies and very strongly coupled values at thermal energies.

The focus of this proposal is the measurement of jet probes of the medium as a way of
understanding the coupling of the medium, the origin of this coupling, and the mechanism
of rapid equilibration. Some of these jet probe measurements are already being carried
out by the LHC experiments. The quark-gluon plasma is one form of the “condensed
matter” of QCD and in any rigorous investigation of condensed matter of any type, it is
critical to make measurements as one pushes the system closer to and further from a phase
transition and with probes at different length scales. Substantially extending these scales
with measurements at RHIC, particularly closer to the transition temperature and at longer
distance scales, is the unique ability provided by this proposal.

The critical variables to manipulate for this program are the temperature of the
quark-gluon plasma, the length scale probed in the medium, and the virtuality of the
hard process as shown schematically in Figure 1.3. In the following three sections we detail
the physics of each axis.

4
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at strong coupling

• at strong coupling qhat/T3 is a better measure of  the 
coupling (λ) than η/s
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Small Shear Viscosity of a Quark-Gluon Plasma Implies Strong Jet Quenching

Abhijit Majumder,1 Berndt Müller,1 and Xin-Nian Wang2

1Department of Physics, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708, USA
2Nuclear Science Division, MS 70R0319, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA
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We derive an expression relating the transport parameter q̂ and the shear viscosity ! of a weakly
coupled quark-gluon plasma. A deviation from this relation can be regarded as a quantitative measure of
‘‘strong coupling’’ of the medium. The ratio T3=q̂, where T is the temperature, is a more broadly valid
measure of the coupling strength of the medium than !=s, where s denotes the entropy density. Different
estimates of q̂ derived from existing Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider data are shown to imply radically
different structures of the produced matter.
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The highly excited, strongly interacting matter formed
in collisions of large nuclei at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) exhibits two unusual properties: final
hadrons at large transverse momentum pT are strongly
suppressed in central collisions [1] and the collective
flow of the matter is well described by hydrodynamics
with a negligible shear viscosity [2]. The suppression of
hadrons at large pT , generally referred to as jet quenching,
is understood to be caused by parton energy loss induced
by multiple collisions of the leading parton with color
charges in the near-thermal medium [3–5]. It is still under
debate which fraction of the energy loss is due to radiative
and which to elastic collisions [6].

The RHIC data have been interpreted to imply that the
quark-gluon plasma produced in the nuclear collision is a
strongly coupled medium, which may not even contain
quasiparticles whose interactions can be treated in some
effective perturbation theory [7]. While the absolute values
of the shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio !=s determined
from model analysis of RHIC data tend to rule out a class
of weak coupling approaches based on the hard-thermal
loop (HTL) approximation, it may still be consistent with
the general picture based on weakly coupled quasiparticles
with partonic (quark and gluon) quantum numbers. The
present Letter outlines a method for quantitatively testing
this hypothesis.

The interaction of hard jets with strongly interacting
matter may always be treated in a perturbative expansion
involving short lived partonic excitations as the QCD
coupling is weak at short distances. Thermal excitations
in a QCD medium, on the other hand, may or may not be
partonic quasiparticles. Here, we take the term ‘‘weakly
coupled’’ to mean that the properties of the medium can be
described perturbatively on the basis of an appropriate
partonic quasiparticle picture. This notion does not pre-
clude the possibility that the quasiparticles themselves may
emerge nonperturbatively from the fundamental quanta of
QCD. ‘‘Strong coupling’’ indicates the absence of such a
partonic quasiparticle description. The central assertion
advanced here is that there exists a general relation be-

tween the transport parameter q̂ governing multiple scat-
tering of an energetic parton and the shear viscosity !
which holds for any weakly coupled partonic plasma where
the interaction between the quasiparticles, which is respon-
sible for the generation of a viscosity, has the same struc-
ture and strength as the interaction between the leading jet
parton and the medium.

In any partonic quasiparticle framework, the transport
parameter governing the radiative energy loss of a prop-
agating parton in SU(3)-color representation R is [4]

 q̂ R " "
Z
dq2
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?
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The shear viscosity of a fluid is defined as the coefficient of
the contribution to its stress tensor, which is proportional to
the divergence-free part of the velocity gradient. In the
framework of kinetic theory based on a quasiparticle pic-
ture, the shear viscosity ! is determined by the mean-free
path $f#p$ of a constituent particle of momentum p in the
medium:

 !% C"hpi$f; (2)

with C & 1=3 [8,9]. A heuristic connection between ! and
q̂ can be established by the observation that the mean-free
path is related to the average transport cross section of a
quasiparticle in the medium: $f ' #"#tr$!1. When soft
scattering dominates, as in the case of perturbative QCD,
the transport cross section is related to the differential cross
section by the relation:
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where
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is the center-of-mass energy. For a thermal
ensemble of massless particles, hpi & 3T and hŝi &
18T2, and thus:
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stronger coupling

jets @ RHIC 
temperatures 

very interesting!
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very strong coupling
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Angular Dependence of Jet Quenching Indicates Its Strong Enhancement
near the QCD Phase Transition

Jinfeng Liao1,2,* and Edward Shuryak1,†

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York 11794, USA
2Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA
(Received 22 October 2008; revised manuscript received 19 February 2009; published 22 May 2009)

We study dependence of jet quenching on matter density, using ‘‘tomography’’ of the fireball provided

by RHIC data on azimuthal anisotropy v2 of high pt hadron yield at different centralities. Slicing the

fireball into shells with constant (entropy) density, we derive a ‘‘layer-wise geometrical limit’’ vmax
2 which

is indeed above the data v2 < vmax
2 . Interestingly, the limit is reached only if quenching is dominated by

shells with the entropy density exactly in the near-Tc region. We show two models that simultaneously

describe the high pt v2 and RA-A data and conclude that such a description can be achieved only if the jet

quenching is few times stronger in the near-Tc region relative to QGP at T > Tc. One possible reason for

such enhancement may be recent indications that the near-Tc region is a magnetic plasma of relatively

light color-magnetic monopoles.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.202302 PACS numbers: 25.75.!q, 12.38.Mh

Introduction.—Recent experiments at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) are dedicated to study possible
new forms of QCD matter, with increasing energy density.
In such collisions the produced matter equilibrates as
quark-gluon plasma (QGP)[1] and then cools down
through the near-Tc (M) phase (M for mixed, median,
magnetic [2]) into the usual hadronic phase (H). To probe
the created matter in an externally controllable way, like
using x ray for medical diagnosis is impossible. However,
high energy jets are internal probes: propagating through
the fireball, they interact—and thus obtain important in-
formation about the medium—as proposed long ago in
Refs. [3–5]. In heavy ion collisions this energy loss can
be manifested in the suppression of observed hadron spec-
tra at high transverse momenta pt, as well as in the sup-
pression of back-to-back di-hadron correlations with a
high-pt trigger, when compared with p-p and d-A colli-
sions. The ‘‘jet quenching’’ phenomenon is one of the
major discoveries by the RHIC experimental program [6].

The suppression is quantified by comparison of the
inclusive spectra d2NA-A=dptd! in ion-ion (A-A) collision
to a nucleon-nucleon (p-p) reference d2"N-N=dptd! via
the Nuclear Modification Factor RA-A"pt#:

RA-A"pt# $
d2NA-A=dptd!

TA-Ad
2"N-N=dptd!

(1)

with TA-A the nuclear overlap function which scales up a
single N-N cross section to A-A according to the expected
number of binary N-N collisions without modification.
Thus a RA-A smaller (larger) than unity means suppression
(enhancement) due to medium effect. At RHIC this ratio at
large pt > 6 GeV has been measured to be a constant,
about 0.2 for the most central Au-Au collisions. Accurate
calibration of hard processes in p-p and d-Au collisions, as
well as with hard photon measurements (which show no
quenching) [6] resulted in quite accurate knowledge of jet

production geometry, for any impact parameter b (or cen-
trality bins, often characterized by the number of nucleon
participants Npart in a collision event). While quenching is
firmly established as a final state effect, many efforts to
understand its microscopic mechanism are not yet conclu-
sive. Those include pQCD gluon radiation with Landau-
Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect [7], synchrotronlike
radiation on coherent fields [8,9], elastic scattering loss
[10], etc. The fate of deposited energy discussed in
Refs. [11,12] led to predictions of ‘‘conical flow’’ corre-
lated with experimentally observed conical structures in
correlations involving 2 or 3 particles, for reviews see e.g.,
[13,14].
Jet tomography and the geometric limit.—In noncentral

collisions the overlap region of two colliding nuclei has an
almondlike shape: thus jets penetrating the fireball in dif-
ferent directions lose different amount of energy according
to their varying paths. Their yield distribution d2N=dptd#
in azimuthal angle # (with respect to the reaction plane)
for high pt hadrons thus provides a ‘‘tomography’’ of the
fireball [15–17]. We will focus on the second Fourier
coefficient

v2"pt; b# $
R
2$
0 d# cos"2##%d2N=dptd#&R

2$
0 d#%d2N=dptd#& (2)

depending on impact parameter b for large pt > 6 GeV
where hard processes dominate and dependence on pt is
weak [18].
Unexpectedly, measured v2"pt; b# happen to be consid-

erably larger than what jet quenching models predicted.
The aim of our work is to provide simultaneous description
of both RA-A and v2 at high pt based on theoretically
known geometry of jet production and bulk matter evolu-
tion. One important concept of the analysis is the so-called
geometric limit, first suggested by one of us in [17]: the

PRL 102, 202302 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
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motivated by RHIC 
high pt v2 results!
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all rad. energy loss
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what is the QGP made of ?
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qhat:  energy lost via radiation
ehat: energy lost to the matter

The direct photon data from PHENIX [37] obtained as extrapolation of the low-mass di-lepton spectrum to zero
invariant mass shows clear evidence of thermal emission in the range pT < 2.5 GeV/c. The data are in good agreement
with the predictions based on a hydrodynamical expansion with early thermalization !th ! 1 fm/c, thus providing direct
evidence of the formation of a quark-gluon plasma with an initial temperature Tin " 2Tc # 300 MeV.

7. Conclusion

In order to attain their promise, hard probes of hot QCD matter must overcome a number of challenges:
The pQCD theory of jet quenching must finally become quantitative. Theorists must extend the validation e!ort

to include MC codes and NLO treatments of gluon radiation. The large kinematic span from RHIC to LHC will be
crucial for model discrimination; where LHC and its superb high-acceptance calorimetric detectors provide superior
jet reconstruction capabilities, which RHIC provides a better medium-to-vacuum virtuality match. The question,
whether reconstructed jets really provide additional information compared with single- and two-hadron observables,
warrants serious discussion. Similarly, it will be important to explore the sensitivity of jet transport coe"cients to the
medium structure; after all, we don’t just want to learn something about the dynamics of jets in a dense QCD medium,
but gain insight into the structure of the quark-gluon plasma itself.

A quantitative theory of the heavy quarkonia interactions with the medium is almost at hand. However, we need a
better understanding what to use as the Q  Q potential. Also, high statistics measurements of quarkonium suppression
in p(d) + A collisions will be required to isolate the hot medium contribution from initial-state e!ects such as gluon
shadowing and cold nuclear matter suppression. For the electroweak probes the most urgent need are high statistics,
low background data.

Summarizing, it is worth revisiting the Hard Probes manifesto: To resolve and study a medium of deconfined
quarks and gluons at short spatial scales, hard probes are essential and have to be developed into as precise tools
as possible. It is fair to state that, as of 2012, hard probes have yet to fulfill their promise: In the case of jets and
quarkonia, the investigation is mainly theory limited. Given good data, we do not yet know how to reliably extract q̂
and ê. We do not yet know which jet observables are most sensitive to the physics we want to learn. A quantitative
theory of quarkonium suppression is just emerging. In the case of photons and di-leptons, better data are needed.

But progress is being made rapidly, as HP2012 will show in abundance, and the goal appears ultimately reachable.
Acknowledgments: This work was supported in part by grants DE-FG02-05ER41367 and de-sc0005396 from the

O"ce of Science of the U. S. Department of Energy.
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other directions
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virtuality matters
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“RHIC” Scenario
T0=300 MeV

Parton ET = 30 GeV

“LHC” Scenario
T0=390 MeV

Parton ET = 200 GeV
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medium length scale

• total coherent energy 
loss?

• exchange gluon 
momentum?

• impact of  
deconfinement?

14
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inside sPHENIX

15

Rin = 70cm
2T, 1X0

Tungsten-scintillator
accordion, 10cm thick

Fe-Scintillator
HCal



How Realistic Is this at RHIC?
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RHIC Jet Rates

Huge rates allow differential 
measurements with geometry

 (v2, v3, A+B, U+U, …) & 
precise control measurements 

(dAu & pp)
over 80% as dijets!

Au+Au
(central 20%) p+p d+Au

>20GeV 107  jets
104 photons

106 jets
103 photons

107 jets
104 photons

>30GeV 106 jets
103 photons

105 jets
102 photons

106 jets
103 photons

>40GeV 105 jets 104 jets 105 jets

>50GeV 104 jets 103 jets 104 jets

rates based on full 
stochastic cooling, but no 

additional accelerator 
upgrades
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Direct Photons

• γ/π0 very large at RHIC

• good S/B >20GeV

• substantial rate even >30GeV

• RHIC a very good place for γ-jet correlations
18
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two questions

• how well can we measure real jets?

• jet energy scale, jet energy resolution

• how are the jet measurements impacted by background 
fluctuations masquerading as jets--fakes

• large HIJING study

• embedding PYTHIA jets into HIJING events to 
evaluate jet reconstruction performance

• 750M minimum bias HIJING events to study relative 
rates of  fake and real jets in HI background

19

detailed study in: Hanks, Sickles et al: PRC86 024908
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iterative jet finding algorithm

• uses anti-kT algorithm 

• inspired by ATLAS algorithm
20
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reconstruction performance

• good performance in heavy ion background

• resolution only from the underlying event, no detector resolution 
included

21
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reconstructed jets

22

matched jets:
within ΔR< 0.25 of  a HIJING 

truth jet (>5GeV)

not matched jets:
no nearby HIJING jets

“fakes”

reconstructed jets
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.2)

23
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Fake Jets at RHIC (R=0.4)

24

results shown with no fake jet rejection
starting to look at associating track jets as  used in ATLAS
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dijet asymmetry

25

Summary Jet, Dijet, and g-Jet Performance
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Figure 4.13: The effect of smearing on AJ for R = 0.3 jets. The upper panel shows the ratio
expected in PYTHIA and PYQUEN, showing the effect of quenching. The middle panel shows
the effect of smearing on the ratio determined from jets reconstructed after embedding in
Au+Au events. Although smeared, the reconstructed data still show a distinct difference
between the quenched and unquenched results. The bottom panel shows the results of the
“unfolding” procedure discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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sPHENIX Projection

• Guang-You Qin et al & MARTINI
+MUSIC (Young, Schenke et al.) 
both describe LHC, but predict 
different results for RHIC
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sensitivity to effective coupling

26
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FIG. 9: The influence of applying cuts to the leading jet energy on A

j

. The left panel shows only elastic scattering
processes, the right panel shows radiation and elastic scattering. All events shown are for anti-kt reconstructed jets

with R = 0.2 and R

med

= 5 fm .
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FIG. 10: Variation of the coupling constant ↵
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, elastic only (left) and elastic + rad (right), for jets in a medium at
T = 250 MeV reconstructed with anti-kt R = 0.2.
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tector response we present all further results w ithout any
attempt at smearing with the hope that particular detec-
tor responses can be folded into the data as required.
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FIG. 3: The VNI/BMS post diction of the dijet
asymmetry as measured at CMS, jets are reconstructed
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) is applied to simulate the detector
response.

We now consider the modification of the RHIC dijet
asymmetry under variation of all the factors in our de-
sign. In Fig. 4 we show the variation of A

j

with the
medium radius for two di↵erent medium temperatures.
The higher temperature has a q̂ roughly double the lower,
see Fig. 1. The vacuum jet distribution falls o↵ very
quickly, jets with an initial E

t,`

> 65 GeV are exceedingly
rare. Increasing the medium temperature from 250 MeV
to 350 MeV leads to a depletion of jets with a small mod-
ification shifting the dijet distribution towards higher A

j

values. By applying an energy cut to di↵erentiate the
leading and sub-leading jets in a dijet pair we have bi-
ased our results. We select for leading jets which travel
a short distance, and are less modified, along with sub-
leading jets that travel a very long distance and so experi-
ence a larger integrated q̂. This surface bias gives a large
contribution to A

j

relative to the vacuum result. For the
remainder of the analysis we have fixed R

med

= 5 fm .
The joint leading and sub-leading energy loss distribu-

tion for elastic only interactions and the full simulation
is shown in Fig. 5 for jets with T

med

= 350 MeV and
E

t,`

> 20 GeV. In both cases the distribution is peaked
at zero, most jets simply don’t lose any energy which
contributes to the relatively large peaks at A

j

⇠ 0. The
leading partons may lose energy by interacting with the
medium this energy has to be transported outside of the
jet cone for the E

t

of the jet to be modified. The line
�E

t,`

= �E

t,s

is also responsible for the peak at small
A

j

. The leading jet rarely loses much energy in either
scheme while the sub-leading jet is noticeably more mod-
ified in the radiative scheme. In Fig. 6 the distribution
of energy loss against distance traveled is shown. The
leading jet shows a very strong surface bias. The leading
jets travel a few fm and lose no energy. The sub-leading

jet distribution is also peaked at z = 0 but this peak is
smaller and the bulk of the distribution is spread into a
wide range of path lengths and energy losses. An under-
standing of the path length dependence of the leading
and sub-leading jet energy loss is vital for understanding
the tomographic implications of A

j

.
Since q̂ / T

3 the dijet asymmetry depends strongly
upon the medium temperature. In Fig. 7 we show re-
sults of varying the medium temperature. Increasing
medium temperature and therefore q̂ leads to increased
jet-medium interactions and a strong swing in the ob-
served A

j

. The di↵erence between the elastic only results
and the full simulation including radiation is remarkably
small at lower temperatures. The modification of the ra-
diative jets is somewhat greater at T = 0.45 GeV. For
jets at these scales the asymmetry is relatively insensitive
to the details of the jet interactions.
In Fig. 8 we show A

j

as a function of the anti-kt cone
angle R for jets in mediums with T = 250 MeV and
T = 350 MeV. As R is increased the amount of di-
jet modification is significantly reduced. It is important
to note that the only partons which can be included as
part of the measured jets were either directly created by
the jet or are those which have scattered with jet par-
tons. The thermal medium is currently artificially ex-
cluded from the jet finder, this removes uncertainty as-
sociated with background removal. As R increases more
of the relatively soft radiated partons and forward scat-
tered medium partons are included in the jet definition
along with original hard core. This leads to higher re-
constructed jet energies at larger R’s which in turn leads
to the observed reduced A

j

. The e↵ect is proportional to
the distance traveled by the sub-leading jet, jets which
have traveled shorter distances have built up less of a
cloud of soft partons and picked up fewer medium par-
tons by elastic forward scattering. The rate of transverse
di↵usion of these soft partons is proportional to q̂, so the
jet-cone/cloud will be wider at higher medium tempera-
tures.
The leading jet energy cut is varied in Fig. 9, at fixed

T = 350 MeV and R = 0.2, the dijet asymmetry ap-
pears to be relatively insensitive to this parameter. We
explore the variation of the strong coupling constant ↵

s

in Fig. 10. The strength of elastic interactions are scales
with the strong coupling and so q̂ / ↵

2
s

. The radia-
tive process itself also depends upon the strong coupling,
the total cross section for emission in the DLA (double
log approximation) scheme is �

N

/ (g2
s

log

2)N where the
large logs arise from the kinematics of small angle radi-
ation [21]. Given these considerations it is interesting to
note that the relative similarity of the results with and
without radiation.
Let us now examine the modification of the radial jet

profile under the same set of factors. We define the radial
jet profile as the ratio of jet energy reconstructed within
a certain jet-cone radius R relative to the reconstructed
energy at R = 1. This gives a normalized radial profile
which is very sensitive to variations in the medium tem-

Coleman-Smith & Muller: 1209.3328

RHIC predictions,
 varying effective coupling
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photon-jet

27

LHC

Dai, Vitev, Zhang: 1207.5177

RHIC
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photon-jet

• unfolded result including HIJING background, detector 
effects & jet reconstruction

28

Dai, et alsPHENIX Projection
R = 0.3 anti-kT
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sPHENIX additions

• very interested in additional tracking & a preshower detector to 
enable additional compelling physics on a similar timescale

• preshower: heavy flavor jets, upsilons & π0 detection

• additional tracking to extend fragmentation functions to high z

29

Tracking Upgrade Midrapidity Upgrades and Physics

Figure A.1: Engineering drawing of the sPHENIX upgrade including two future option
upgrades (additional tracking and a preshower detector inside the magnetic solenoid and
electromagnetic calorimeter).

current PHENIX detector, these fake contributions are removed by the required matching
to the outer tracking Drift Chamber and Pad Chamber hits. In the sPHENIX proposed
in this document with only the VTX for tracking, one will be limited to charged particle
tracks with pT < 5 GeV/c and without heavy flavor tagging via displaced vertices (the
VTX by itself will not be able to discriminate sufficiently against fake tracks).

Thus, the sPHENIX future option upgrade incorporates additional precision tracking in
the radial space from 15–65 cm (inside the new magnetic solenoid). The technology and
exact number of layers or space-points has not been determined at this time. In order to
design in this upgrade option, we have done a full GEANT4 simulation with two additional
silicon tracking layers at radii of 40 and 60 cm. We have assumed a strip design with 80µm
⇥3 cm, which results in 1.0 (2.2) million channels in the inner (outer) layer. The material
thickness of the intermediate layer at 40 cm must be thin (of order 0.03 radiation lengths) to
reduce multiple scattering and deliver good momentum resolution. We have implemented
a full pattern recognition algorithm and track reconstruction model based on software
development for the existing VTX. The momentum resolution shown in Figure A.2 has
an RMS Dp/p = 0.007 + 0.0015 ⇥ p for momentum with pT > 1 GeV/c. Also shown is
the momentum averaged resolution as a function of polar angle q. In order to have good
separation of the three U states (U(1s), U(2s), U(3s)) — crucial to the physics of the color
screening length — we need the term linear in the momentum to be less than 0.002.

90
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sPHENIX
• high rate calorimetric jet measurements at RHIC

• jets, dijets, γ-jets

• other very interesting possibilities: jet vN, jet-hadron correlations

• heavy quark jets: requires additional tracking beyond VTX

• variety of  systems for precise of  control initial state effects and geometry

• together with LHC constrain physics of  QGP near Tc

• novel detector concept

• exploits recent technological advances

• becomes part of  future ePHENIX detector

• aggressively moving forward!

• review at BNL in early October

• timeline for commissioning ~2019

30

sPHENIX Proposal arXiv:1207.6378
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further exploration of  T dependence
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heavy quarks

32
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identifying truth jets

33

deep within the HIJING Event Generation...
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well reconstructed jets

• b = 1.8fm HIJING 
dijet event

• well reconstructed 
with anti-kT R=0.2
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Jet Event Display

b=1.8 fermi,    R=0.2,   EVT#9749,   RUN#404983
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fake jets

• b=2.4 HIJING 
event, no true jets

• 30 & 10GeV fake 
jets with anti-kT 
R=0.4

35

however, we looked 
at 750M+ events!
need quantitative 
rate assessment

10GeV

truth jets reconstructed jets

30GeV


